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CHAP'rb.:R I 
Ii'fi.'HODUC TI ON 
One of the c.lff icul ties in j ·iraproving~:_; the re ading of re -
tErded re &ders is the l oc aticn of materials which h8ve an in-
terest leve l to 1aee t tbe demands of the c l1ild , which at tee 
same time i s simp l e enough for the child to be succ es s f ul . 
Inte·views with teachers have indicated a need for such 
materia l. Int erviews wi th reta r ded re aders have a l so in~lcatec 
a desire for this material . If the ~eeds of a few chi l dren 
c .n be me t through t h e adj u stment of original material, such a 
pro j ect can be considerea worthv~li l e . 
To 1uee t c ~le r equi rements of tbe l~ e t a:rde6 reo<i el' S, it vvas 
ne c essary t~ write origina l stories of varied lengths and of 
progressive cd.ffi cul ty , accompanied b~y- development al exercises 
~ set voca bulary , wLi ch i s reproduced in full in t he app endix, 
~a s used t~roughout t he stories. 
The accuracy of the progressive diffic u lty of these storiEs 
can be determin d only through a ctual usa s e • The se stories 
are intenO.ed t o oe used at t b.e time ·wlJen t lle child has becoJne 
ad justeC to the third- zrede vocabula r y . Written on the basis 
of the interests and abilities of the average retardeG r eade r , 
they may no t s ll ~e s~iteG to a parti cular retarded in6ivi dua l 
In t he ~aterial presented , it has be en necessary to write 
on the basis of t he average ~etarde0 r eader, in spite of the 
fact that remediation i s essenti ally an indiv i du8l problem. 
1 
P L:R.'I' I 
The 8.re a of re;3ding in·ce rc:: st is cornpli cat ed b~y 8.f_0e , sex 7 
pe rsonality , outside interests and t h e area from which ~he 
chi l dren come . Cne of the earliest reports of interest dif -
1 . 
ferences, exe cute d by Grant and ~hite . s how~ noticeable di f -
f erer1ces in tl'J.e vs.rioD.s sectio~1s of the Uni teL States . JY or~ 
example , the nort~"1 and west prefer fail,~' stories w:J..l.le the 
east and south would r2ther read animal stories . SEcand 
cho ices and third choices wore found to show even breoter dif -
ferences; t he south, for instance, did not choo se fairy storieE 
e t e ll. Ag e an0 sex were not conslder e ~ in thi s survev . 
2 ., ~ 
.n s study t~- Jordan l,el a ting to the interests of ten-
and - a - half to thirteen- and - a - half yea r old boys , Jord2n claiws 
mi ld adventure stori e s of the outdoors, such as Boy Scout 
stori ~ s, are preferred by bO] S of this age Group . Be says: 
1/:ore c onc:eete l;y, t.he Bo~' ' c out must wal!de:r 
t ilroue:;h the ·woods , he must contim.J.a l ly le5.rn nev; 
things . .c~ Scout must move along from place to 
plsce : he must be in many bettles, he must protect 
1 .. GX'a.nt , :i.su.,-,a E . uno ?,lal"GE~ i'e t L. -\vh :i. te , A Study of 
Cbi lc1 X'en 1 s Choices of :tL~c.dLJ.t; ~v; fl.terisls . ':L1eacher 1 s Co.Llege 
Re cor e:. 26, EprLL -n~-25 . pp . 673 - 674---:---- -
2 . Jo~jaa , Arthur u. , Children's ;nterests in Reeding . 
3- reensbol,o and CbsX'lotte, Col .. t r. 1926 .. p . 20-.- - - - -- ------
i./ 
_r!an;y defenseless people , [,n j must not f"s.ir in h '"" i r -
br·eadth escapes . '_rhe uaseball p l aye:e must make many 
bit s; he nrust pit ch m::my 2=8M8S; he must b·3 t into many 
scrapes . Is there des c l1 ipt:ton , it r.mst be ·urief , znd 
"'J ·l t h 8 few bold line s the who l e must be sketchec~ , for 
there is no ti :c e for loi terin2, a3 one rnust hurry on . 
l"i ot style, but s.ction is tl-.LE: :cequisite . 
l. 
Lanca~ter • in ~ s tudy in 1928 , says that slo w resders 
select Jci.J.e sa me type of sto:cy tl".18 t rapid re cde :c's do , but the~,. 
fai l to finish the story in mo re than half t te time . ~ later 
2 . 
study by Lazar diffe~entiat es between t he rosdin[ interests 
of br ::..~::)J._t , Dvera t:~ e 8nct dull studen ts . According to I.azs.r , 
bri gh t ch il 6 ren lik e a dventure , myst e ry an0 detective stories 
in t~J.et order . .n.verage ci1ildren lEce mystery , adventure and 
det ective, whi le no pref e rence is shown for the adventure 
st ory by the 0.1. ...  11 cr:>..i ldren . Lazsl• Goes not Sl_jecify ·Nhe the r or 
not these c ata~ories of bri ght , avera ge or dull ref e rs to IQ , 
te a c he rs' opinions , or re ading abil i ty . 
Johnson , in a 1 932 r epor t , state s tiG t accesse~ili ty f 
books is a rrajo_ facto r in t h e t~pe of reading s ~ l ec te-. Accor 
in~ to h is study , the fre e public library is n ot consi dere d 
1 . Lancaster, Thomas J . ~ Study of the Volunt a r~ Read ing 
o upils L1 Gra de s TIT- VI I I . :t;le rnen·fa\" y - School J o ... 1.rnal 28 J 
<;&. nu.er~• ,l928 . PP • 536- o37 . 
2 . i,Bzar , ~·.'l£. y, Reeoin.s Interests, .Activities e1~1J Opportun-
ities of dri ght, AV6l:'a ge and DuiL Chi ldren~ ~ea chers Coll ege , 
Colurnbfa Univei.:;-sit:; cont :ci butions to - Education , No . '707, New 
:o r1-c , l'Tev·7 - orJ.~ , 1937 . pp . 54- 55 . 
3 . Johnson, Lamar B., Children's heEdi n~ Inte rest a s Re -
l c tet to Sex and Qrad e in Sbhool . School Review 40:266 , April 
1932 . 
very Eccessable since onl} three per cent of books ~ e ad were 
taken from that soul" c e . I-I o ;ae anC: schoo l l i braries -r.ere tb.e 
a·o~ source of reeding_ materiel for chi l dren . m J _ _. - . s to b oiN chi l 1.-
ren se lect b ooks , Ze l igs clail,Js most c h i l 6:ren 11 spot - recc! 1' 
ce11 tein sectior.s . An equal nu"-11ber ei cl:1er' select by theil' 
f -vorite au.-~ho11 o:r b,;r the att:r•:::,ctivene ss of the oook am.l its 
title . Ot he:rs look for attr2ctive illustrations , at tr c ct ive 
fronte spieces or size of p r:nt . Sister Celestine is quoted b~ 
n 
G o 
-. .-1 tty and Kopen s s sa;~ring b l ue covel's ori bool-::s is <' prime fe.c 
tOl1 in selectinG reE,{i D.[:; Xnaterial Dlt~lOUe-;h red. books G:re r clo p6 
~ecc~C . ~allow is also popul ar as a col or , but, whe reas the 
}Oun~ e ~ c hildren prefer the crud e primary color s , ol6e r child -
.1...., en ·,-, l'·~ P_ 8 r S 0_-,~-- t l~- l-" _-,~_+- S ,'.0.- na· S J·--ll'-1 c··,_ P. S • .l-- ·r -,, 0' ., -1 c", ""' er··,-1 ~-h .---. tc .. -·, +- tc -,~ "n ' r -- - - ~ ' u ~ - '-' " '---- . ._, v u - c u '- _ '-' u J c.•. , 
3 . 4 . 
Kopel refute the earlier study of Lazar by sayin~ : 
'fhe types of r-ec O. ~_::.-:>. ;~: prefer:rect h:;' :;.uentally Gu l l 
c h i l 6 ren differ but s l ight l y f rom t hose 9referrec by 
~ent a l ly overage anC b r ight c ~il d:c'e n ••••• D~ll ct~lt­
r en like humo l, l es s . 
1 . Zeligs, Rose , Vlha t Sixth G:re.de Chi l d:r·en .Al1 e Rett c~ing . 
~~le ;:nen t ar ·y l:ngl i sh Eeview , Vo l ume 14, , :November ~ 1S3 ? . pp . 257 -
258 . 
2 . 
3 . 
Pr·oc6ss. 
'.dtty , F . and JJ • i( opt:.l , 1~83 tHne:: f' n0 the :bLlucn tive 
---·-~Boston , Uinn and Co., 1939 . p . G6 . 
~--,------o-. ----- --...,.---=---' I\eadine; end _t_.r_~~_i._''d_uca ti ve 
bos ton, 0inn ~nd Co., 1 939 . p . 30 . 
4 . Lazar, hlay , Re~ding interests , Activities an6 Op p or -
tunities of 2 r ight , 1-~vera ge and Dul l Cbildl1 en . 'l'ea c her s Co l lec:;-
ColUT·l·iJin l)niversi'c.y Cont r· ibu tions to 2dt.:L<.;s.tion, ri;· o . 'i07 , 1·J e1.111 
York , New York , 1 937 . pp . 54 - 55 . 
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8na then 
I t appears that the books reaa oy ttis g roup 
represent specific choices of the individuals • •• •• 
Ra rel y would a ston{ard book cLosen ~eceu se of its 
suitability to the re ading experien ces of t he g ood 
rerd e rs be to eny mal"ke t't extent sui t8ble fo :e t he 
p oor re ac el's ; nor -wot.16 sb,plified versions of 
sLc~ a bo ok suffice bec aus e of the dispar a te read -
ins experiences and c onsequentl y diffe~ent re ad ing 
needs . 
l . 
Smith ~ed e a stBtement in an article published in 1 940 
which c a n no t be overlooked in any of these s t udies made or in 
any of those whi ch can be mad e : 
• • .•• research into chi l d r en ' s i Ltarests in reoCin~ 
clee- l s \l itll lc:."ge num iJer·s of child ren , tb_e l D1"ger 
t he better an0 wha t i t r epre sents i n ever eges •• • •• • 
reac: __ n g gui L18. nce is the problem of understandins 
the neeJs and the lnterests of the :L1Giv ::.c~Lta l cbilu_. 
n 
G o 
T~e problem is ~ot helped by the findln gs of Le ar- who 
books, regard l ess of whot ha s been done to make t he bo ok look 
Dore appealing . hnd ye t , 
enough so that h e is &ble 
3 . 
the ctJ.i ld must be given a book si!npl 
to read it . In rega rd ~o readabilit!-, 
Gr ay ststes : 
1. Smith, L:or8 V., Stimulat i n g Int eres ts and Lppl' e ciBtio· 
Tl.,_roF[.h Read ine . ~lerr1errcar·s Ent;lisl-1 F~eview , Volv.me 17 , ~';lay , 
l S40 . p . 171. 
2. Leary, :Oe rnice L . , vvlls. -L Does ~'-e_senrch 3ay About Read -
ing . Journal of Education Res e arch , 39 , February, 1946 . 
p • 4LJ:4 • 
3 . GN1y , \v illiam s . ~ Pro g:r•e ss in the S t u~1;; C?f_~=teadc -0ilit;) . 
:2,1en1ento ry School J·oulT"i::l l ,. Volume .tJ:'l , ~Jw;y , 1947 . p . Ll 9l. 
5 
• .. • if c reade r is biven a theme i n whi ch he is 
interested , the problem of rea .ability is one - third 
solved; if , in addit i on , the styl e is fitteG to his 
needs and tastes -- that is , to the scope of t h e vocab-
nlo.:r.·-:;~ and the kim:Js of sentenc es he :r•eg c:.s easily , 
and to the type of present ation t hst pleases him--
t~en the probl ehl of readability is almost two - third s 
solved . 
l . 
l n sn independent stud~ ~y ~itty he observes t h& t t~ere 
is 8 6iscrepertcy in adul t judsement of appropr:ate re ed ing 
ma teri a l for ch i l dren anG the chi l drens ' own choices , but 
there is BLrBB1illnt be t ween titles of books which r dults ; re -
ferre l for themselves and the titles of b ooks whi ch children 
prefe rre G for the~selves . 
On the basis of the research, lt would seem that most an~ 
t ype of story would appeal to someone . Accent shoulo t0 , it 
appenrs , on Cft..lic k moving aC:venture, m;y stery 01:' ( etecti ve; 
siLple b-c.t rlot b8b;_;c ish , E.; nd sttrsctive , bo t h on the insi(c and 
t he ov.tside . 
P ~RT II 
ABIL11'I:2S 
'.I'he basic reG ding abilities which must be a chieved beforE 
the chi l d begins to be c ome a successful reader are gener a lly 
consi d~ re : to be comprehension, word recognition , &nd the 
1nastery of' e n r:..L1equa te vo c aoulary . 
1 . Wi t t y , P . , Heading in ~odern ~ducation . uoston, D. C· 
£ Bath and 8o ., 1949 . p . 37 . 
6 
1 • 
.n.C;C S>r u in tt, to Paul _,_ c Kee c ompre:1ensi on is the interpre -
t otion or unGerstandin~ of the meanin3 of what is rer d . He 
sa;y-s tru:t: 
~ ow there c&n be no reading wi t hout ~eani~g . 
One who reads to h.ims elf v1::.. thout Le tt inr_; menning 
i s enga[;66 in r,1ere bus y worlc. One wh o reB_ci s a l out 
wi thot~ t un6_e :est oncl.:i_D'= the :..11eBrling of v1ha t he reads 
is eng8 e; e d in me r e Y..'ord ca ll i n g . Consecluent l y 
compre }_'lE-nsion is the bE,sic ; ene :e n1 read::.ng Ebili t-_y 
in a l l reading . I t is ba sic to a l l other abilities 
in the work t ype of silent read Lnb · I t is certainly 
func.a'1"er:.tal to all other c.b iLl ties essenti£tl to nn 
adequa te appreci ~:; t i on o:!:' liter a ture , E,n u_ it is un -
que9tionably a ma t t2 r of chief concern i n the work 
type of c..:a l r ead in;::;. ~Jithot-_t uoubt the ability 
to understand or i nte r pre t t he ~eaning of material 
re8.d is the p ri _:ary an d. fun d amental re8{inc ability • • • 
2 . 
l-ich ee feels that the fail ur·e of ::m int ermed i at e - E~ rsde 
ch i l C:t to unterst anc mo t erial vvhi c h b as i:J een -vHl tten vd thin h is 
vaca bula r y ran~e mi s h t p ossibl y be cGused by a l a ck of control 
OJ~ the we chanic s of re2.din2: or• pe rhaps by an l nabili t -;-.T to cope 
with rr:eaning 6iff i cul ties . 
V1i.ii le undel"stand.inE:; of word meaning is ba sic to comp re -
3 . 
hen si on , it i s not enough , say Bond and b ond In o rd el' to 
meet t he pu r pos es of readin~ , the ch ild's compl'e hensi on 
1 . 
Sc b.oo l . 
2 . 
.School . 
_,icLee , Paul , fi.eadlne: <..nc_ Li ter2t tu~e in the l=i. le~nenta ry 
b oston, Houghton- Mifflin Co~any, lS34 . p . 94 
, r_r(J e r_tes.chj_nr of Ree.din c=: in tbe ~~lernentfll' 
i___,-o-s--:-t_o_n_,_____,E::::-_-o-u-ght on Aif'f lln C ont)any , 1948 . p . 4 02 • 
3 . 6ond , Guy L . and Eva bont , Teschin~ the Child to Read . 
l. e'-'J York , 'l: : _,_e ~ .i s c "•:_il l En ColilpEny, 1949 . pp . 221 - 23'7 . 
•. ·~ 
' 
abilities wust be develope~ for s~ch s kills gs un'erstanding 
of t he central thought , anti cip8tins or predicting ou tc omes , 
errRnbin~ and o~genizing ideas into proper sequence , reacin~ 
to foll ow directions , reuuin; to note details and resdin~ to 
sene r alize ana draw c onclusicns . 
1. 
in E·. t6.ition to t hG<:. G compl•ehension s J:r i1ls, Bet t s li ~Jt s 
~ore t hnn fift J others ~ Lich ~re not as bssic 83 t hos e of the 
Dor(s . I t i s felt b~ e ll re sGing authorities thet ~ithout 
t he ba sic colliprehensi on abiliti es , the chi lt ~8 li~ited in his 
reading opportunities . 
Uord re c osnition, or word analysis , Ds it is somet 1 ~es 
c a lleu. , i2 a re sC.lng 8bi1ity of g1·eet L upoT>tance . Th is abili 
permits the chi l d to T'ecognize without hes i t2tion familiar 
words, to J:> e cognize words encounteJ:>e~ prev i ously , but less -
~noTin and finally , to work ou t words he has never seen befoJ:>e . 
To some chi l dren, word attack presents a veT'y Great problem . 
Some c a nnot distingu ish let ter sounU.s; SC'·lll.e or ... i t o:e sua o:r.' 
a s 11 b " oT' 11 p 11 ; some might have tHffi c'L~lt~- Y.' ith lont::: word"' • 
recognition as a majoT' rbility !n ~e a 61n~ . 
1 . betts, ~mmett ., Foundations 
·.·I_·,I.- C\'1.7 ' To 'l"l r t "(le r -j_· con B·oo1 r Col··1·oo·,.,v 1<5/l.o'' v ...!.... _ ... ~ , ~ -~r.L ... -;;. .. , - n.. - 1 .!.. <-~.!...!. cJ ~ - v ...... • 
of Ree ing Ins t ruction 
PP • 94 - 95 
1=========9F=======================================================-----
8 
1.,2,3,4~5,6..:,.7 
~X.t ~"J.OJ:i tieS Cited seem t 0 a;;ree tbt.t t here GI'G 
3 etts speaks of sn inte r~elr tionship of word reco gnition 
and worl!. ri!eaning , since one cannot be successful in isols.tion 
frol:i t he othe 1". lvici\:ee s'l~sgest s a word recognition prof:: :ram 
w: ~ i ch inclu0es training in phonetic 2nalysis, structural 
analysis, the use of verbal context , the use of picture , ant 
t he ~se of t he dictionary ~ t is genel"a lly agreed that train-
inc in t~ase erees is necessary for succes sful ra8dinc · 
::ehe deve lopment of a '-neoningful vocnbula ry is naturally 
couple- with comprehension and word recognition. 
ne's spoken , ~rltten, and re ading vocabulcry 
grows in scco:rdance wi th one's experience and in-
telli zenc e . Every new activity we enter upon 
enl Rrge s our vocabv.1a17 , vvhether it is learning 
to drive an automobile, s tuCiying ge ography, or 
reading a new book. ~he development of an ex-
tensive rocabulary in reading, then, 6epends 
primari ly upon extensive exper ience in reading . 
If the reading activities are lJrgely of an in-
1 . Betts, op . cit . Ctla:Jter XXIV 
2 . ::Jond cc. l3ond , op . cit . 145- 146 . 
3 . G-ates , .L~ . I ., The Improvement of Readins . New York o 
The dac ,·.~illan Company, 1927 . Chapter \J j_ . 
4 . liarris , Albert J . , Bow to Increase Rea6ing Ability . 
1:(e1:v York . Longmans, G:r een c. nd Company , 1947 . Chapter IX. 
5 . ~':I c~{ee, Teaching of Eeoding . op . cit . 
6 . Mc~ee, Teaching of Reading . op . cit . p . 364 
7 . tone, Clarence R. , Better Advance Readin~ . St . Louis . 
V1 ebster Publishlns Company , 1937 . pp. 107- 108 . 
10 
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tensive t ype, t here will ne c essarily not be the 
opp ortu:t1~ t~; ~or ·:n:.-~ ensi ve voc abular~r g r•ovv t h . 1nue 
r ea6in g of varied t ypes is e s sentia l to t he develop -
!tiE:JDt of a l a r ge re Bu.int, ve e a bul a ry . C or..sequently 
the reeding progrEm s h oul d not be confi ned mere ly 
to read ing relate d to unit a ctivi ties or other 
school subjects. Tlle amount of material wLi c·l can 
be cov e red in t he s r oup reading a cti vities in t h e 
school is necessari l y l i mit ed . Ind ividual re c reat -
ive rea(Hng of different t ypes of ma t e rial mal:es 
an invaluab l e contribution to the problem of 
vocabulary 2rowth tluough extensive 11 eading ••••• 
v·.fe fully c omprehenC. a. vv o:ed onl y YJben v~e l1ave 
experienced it in variou s contextual rel2tions . 
Vocabt:.lary diff iculti e s can oe met by suc h techniques a.s 
l . 
ar e recor;:;rllend.e ·_[ by Durr-ell in a 11 ecen t st<Jdy . h e l is t s tl"l~em 
by these headings: 
1. Ad jvst in& t he r e adi ng of the chi ld' s vocabulary 
level, bot h ES to word reco gnition, and as to 
v1ord meanin s • 
2 . Skimi.1·r1. ng a selection fol1 di fficult words end 
pre te aching t h ose wor ts through appropriat e 
exe rcises . 
3 . Practice in various gene ralized abilities such 
a s t he followlns : word analysis to i EJprove 
a ccurate word perception; word derivation and 
word. - root analysi s to he l p with word meanings; 
use of context clues and t he use of t h e dictionary 
for- aid in obtaining both. vVOl'd pronounciati on 
and word meaning . 
I t mi ght be conclu~ed thet the r eadins abilities are s o 
inte1•1•e l ated that any divlsi on woul l"', be arbitrery , and could 
not b 6 independent . The exercises are accord ingly executed to 
deve lop t hem a l l , to a Gre a t e r or l e sser extent . 
1 . Durrell , Donald D., Development of Comprehension and Irl-
terpretation . 11 1\!" ational Socieey r or tr1e ;::,tud-y of .wu.ttcatlon . 
iorty- Eic-;hth "Y.ea r b ool{ , Pa rt I I." Chic ag o: Unive:Psity of 
Chic ago Pre ss . P • 201 . 
!I 
11. 
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I-J:APTER III 
The ori ginal intent of t h e au t hor wa s to write ori~in&l 
stories and ex0rcises fol1 remedial ch ildren in the si:;~tb (_' rade 
with t~i rd g r ad e reading ability. Lf ter using t he se stories 
anC exercises in e perient iel situations , it may be necessary 
to us e them in a d ifferent cor:J.b ination o{ !?; 11 ade o.nd re ndi n o· 
- -- "-_:) 
l evels . 
BeL1g restricted to a s pec if ic grade combinatj_on , t h e 
plots for these stories required cons iderab le imagination . 
In many cases, some sixth g rad ers, i n their own ori ginal 
stories, s~ggested ideas whi ch eventually be c ame p lots for the 
stories contained in thi s paper . Constant thought about sub-
ject materia l p rovided t he remaining p l ot id eas . In a ll c a ses , 
it wa s fe lt t ha t the type of story wou ld appea l to six t h g ra d -
ers . Contr ol a t the Cesi rea vocabulary and ability l evel was 
p r ovided by c h eck i ng every word in each story a gainst the 
Durrel l - Sullivan Th ird Grad e Vocabulary List (s ee Apend ix ) 
anC by keen ing the s en tence structure simple . 
~he e xe rc isa s ~ere designed to he lp correct and fortify 
cer tain upper ~;r8de read:Lng s1cLLls 1nhich tbe reme, _j_al reade r 
l acks . Thes e readins skil ls divide themselve s losic all~ into 
f our· g roups : 
I=========~--~=-=-=-==~====~~==========================~====================9F======== 
========-~~~ I ,., . 1__:.-__ -:::;::_-
1. vocabulary development 
2 . f ellow directions 
3 . c omp:rebens ion 
4 . :re ading fo:r a purpose 
r he stori es ha ve been arranged in order of lengths ao 
that t he child should find the reading time required progres -
si ve l y lone;e:r nnd p:eesurne dly more U.ifficlll t . 
=========*======~~~=-=--=~=-====--=-==-=========================================9F======== 
THE KAPPA 
1. In addition to 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, an 
effort has been made to develop the following upper grade 
skills. 
Following directions 
Noting de'tails 
Loc~ting specific information by general reading 
Re-reading for different purposes 
Selecting proper titles for units 
Judging values 
Rapid use of dictionary 
2. It was necessary to inclue several words which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix.) These words 
are included in the two columns below. 
Proper Names 
Kappa 
Japan 
Japanese 
New Words 
shell 
brave 
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THE KAPPA 
(oral reading time-- -2 minutes) 
What vwuld you think if someone told you he had once had a 
fierce fight with ~ str~nge thing, neither man nor animal, that 
had the head of • monkey, the legs of a frog, and a body covereci 
by .a s hell , like :a turtle? It sounds like a bad dream, but thi~ 
, 
queer thing is called a "kappa" (cap-uh) by the Japanese people. 
In Japan the people believe t hat the kappa lives in the 
water near t he shores of quiet Lakes. A fine swimmer, he c~n 
catch fish with his strange hands. They tell me the kappa will 
not let people swim in his l ake unless they first give him a 
vegetable which he likes very much. If anyone is foolish enougl . 
not to pay the price, he might find himself pulled under the 
water by the angry kappa. 
The J-apanese say the kappa is a very brave fighter , though 
he is l ess than five feet tall. He is also very polite. One o 
the many strange things about him is a hole he has on the top o 
his head. In this hole is a magic water which keeps him alive 
when he is :avv.ay from the lake. The best way to make him lose a 
battle is to get him to nod his head. Then the magic wa ter 
pours out and he must rush back to his lake before he dies. 
There is a story about a kappa in a certain lake in Japan. 
He had been beaten in battle by a stronger fighter. He begged 
that his life not be taken. He promised that no one would ever 
1_4 
drovm in his lake. Since that time, more than a hundred years 
ago, no one has drowned in the lake. Fishermen whose boats have 
been overturned by sudden winds say their boats were righted and 
they were pushed back into the boats by strange hands. 
Even today, when the Japanese swim in their lakes, they 
first throw into the water a vegetable, so that kappas that 
might be there wontt be angry. 
1.5 
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EXERCISES 
1. Try to answer the following questions without looking 
back at the story. 
a. The kappa has the parts of what animals? 
b. Wnat is the price for a safe swim? 
c. Why does the kappa have a hole in his head? 
d. v~nat foods does the kappa eat? 
e. Where does the kappa live? 
2 . Put these words in the order you would expect to find 1 
them in the dictionary. 
a. would 
b. think 
c. cucumber 
d. around 
e. strange 
f. lake 
g. first 
h. push 
i. by 
j. into 
k. moP..key 
1. ever 
m. dream 
n. get 
o. promise 
p. righted 
q. neither 
-r. on 
s. fine 
t. you 
u. quiet 
v. t:mder 
w. have 
3. Find the number of the paragraph which tells about 
each of these things. 
a. In battle a kappa can be beaten by a simple 
trick. 
b. The Japanese throw a vegetable in the water before 
swimming. 
c. The kappa has a strange appearance. 
d. He does not break a promise. 
e. He is an expert swimmer. 
4. Does the author say that this story about the kappa 
is true? How do you know? What words or phrases in the story 
can you fi..."'ld which tend to show that this is a proven true 
story? 
,, 
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5. It is not always possible to like everything about 
someone or something. Nor do vYe always dislike everything 
about a person or thing. For what reasons would you dislike 
t he kappa'? Why mi ght you like him? 
I 
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CAPTAIN COOK AND THE KJuiJGAROO 
l. In addition to 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, an 
effort has been made to develop the following upper grade skills 
in this story. 
Following directions 
Noting details 
Picking the relevant materi;al from a unit 
Locating specific information in a story from general 
reading 
Skimming 
Re-reading for different purposes 
Recognizing comparisons in word vocabulary 
Mental imagery or visualization 
Vocabulary development 
2. It was necessary to include several words which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix). These words 
are included below in three columns. 
Proper Names 
Capt'ain Cook 
England 
Australia 
Compound Words 
nearby 
New Words 
native 
kangaroo 
' ; 
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CAPTAIN COOK Ju~D THE KANGAROO 
"What on earth is it, Captain Cook?" asked the excited 
s.ailor. 
Captrain Cook looked at the strange animal that bad come 
into view. "I don't know, Tom. Itve never seen the like of it 
in .all my tr..avels.n The <animal was balanced on its hind feet, 
;and seemed to be sitting back on its great thick tail. Holding 
some grass in its sn~ll front legs, the animal ate quietly • 
.A native whom the captain had met three days before was 
nearby. Capt~in Cook went to the man and pointed at the strange 
animal. "What is it?" he asked •. 
The native did not know what the white man was saying but 
he pointed to the animal and S·&id, in his ovm strange speech, 
"Kan-gar-oo, kan-gar-6o." 
".A kangaroo?" said Captain Cook. "We must _have one to 
bring back to EngLand." Making signs with his hands, he told th 
native to get a kangaroo for him. 
The native took~ curved piece of wood. from his clothes. 
He held it in back of his head and threw it. The stick sailed 
through the air, toward the kangaroo. The animal was hit on the 
side of the head .and fell to the earth. The captain and the 
sailor r.an over to the still :animal. 11 Sleeping like a baby, 11 
s:aid Captain Cook. "Get some of the men ~nd make a n~w home for 
our kangaroo. Then take him out to the ship. n 
=-~~=-====~~~=-----====================~====~--· 
That was almost two hundred years ago, when Captain Cook 
and his men sailed the South Seas and landed in Australi-a. 
English people went to live in Australia about twenty years 
later. They too saw the many kangaroos that were as tall as a 
man and jumped with large back feet, 15 feet at a jump. 
The kangaroo is a bother in Australia now, for it spoils 
the farms. But we still like to see that strange animal, that 
Captain Cook first saw two hundred years ago. 
I 
20 
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EXERCISES 
l. Now that you've read the story, see how well you can 
find these places. Put a check mark beside the paragraphs that 
describe the kangaroo. Draw a line under the sentence that 
tells about the use of a boomerang, though it wasn't named in 
the story. Circle the sentence that shows the white men had 
never seen a kangaroo before. 
2. Connect with lines the words in the two columns that 
are almost alike. 
almost 
also 
silently 
odd 
speech 
rear 
too 
strange 
language 
hind 
about 
quietly 
3. Find the word in the story that tells about: 
a. a person born in 
a ul.ace 
b. what~the sailor was 
when he saw the 
kang.aroo 
c • not moving 
d. the leader 
4 . An adjective is a word that describes or tells some-
thing about a thing. Adjectives malce it easier to i magine how 
something looks or tastes or feels or sounds. The noun "boyn 
tells what it is, but adjectives like 11 tallTI or "strong" or 
"tired" make it easier to picture the boy as he is. Find the 
adjectives in the story which describe these things. 
· 21 
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a . the kangaroo's t a il 
b. the stick of wood 
I Now write several ad jectives which mi ght be your own descript- 11 
ion. 
5. Refer to your encyclopedia and other sources of 
reference to get information about t he kangaroo. II Without copy-
ing directly from any reference, find as much as you can about: 
a. its description 
b. what it eats 
c. where it lives 
d. what it is good for 
e. its relatives 
I' 
I 
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UNDERSEA r!iOUl\JTAINS 
1. In .addition to the second and third grade reading 
skills, .an effort has been made to develop t he following upper 
grade skills. 
Following directions 
Selecting the central thought 
Noting details 
Picking the relevant material from a unit 
Judging values 
Remembering personal characteristics in a unit 
Locating specific information in a story from general 
reading 
Selecting proper titles for units 
Using reference books, index ability 
AbilitJr to read fluently and rapidly material that 
requires rapid reading 
Vocabulary development 
2 . It was necessary to include several words which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix.) These words 
' are included in the three columns below. 
Proper Names Compound Vvords 
lvlid - Atlantic Ridge undersea 
TNT 
New Words 
scientists 
arithmetic 
bomb 
volcanoes 
23 
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UNDERSEA MOUNTAINS 
About 75 years ago, scientists discovered a long chain of 
mountains which stretches almost ten thousand miles. P~d yet, 
strangely enough, nobody has ever seen these mountains. Some-
times six hundred miles wide, they stretch almost from the 
North Pole to the South Pole. They are called the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge. This mountain chain lies hidden, at the bottom of the 
... 4-t:Lantic ocean. 
The floor of the ocean is about three miles beneath the 
water. Because the Mid-. Atlantic Ridge is only two miles high, 
it c:an•t be seen by man. Scientists were. able to find the 
mountains by using lines with weights at the ends. By lowering 
them until they hit bottom, the scientists could measure the 
lines and know how far dovvn the bottom was. This kind of 
measuring took a long time. It often took several hours to 
lower the line and raise it again, beacause it was so long 
-and heavy. 
Today, radio, arithmetic and TNT are used. A TNT bomb 
pulled behind the boat is fired. Fine radio 11 earsn listen 
for the sound which botmces up .from the bottom of' the ocean. 
Then, by arithmetic and knowing how long it takes sound to 
tr~vel, the scientist can find exactly how deep the ocean is. 
Measuring this way takes only a few minutes. 
By dr~gging nets along the under-water mountains, the 
24 
scientists found rocks which showed that there are many 
volcanoes beneath the ocean. Rocks have been found that a re 
many hundreds of thousands years oldl Strange sea animals 
have a lso been brought up in the nets. 
A great many things never before known about the ocean 
have been found in the past few years. Scientists are out on 
the AtLantic now, measuring and dragging, to learn more about 
our world. 
25 
EXERCISES 
1. Fill in the blank s paces. 
The r1iid-Atlantic Ridge was discovered about year s 
ago. It i s located between the t wo • This 
mountain range is about _____ high. It was first 
found by the use of • Today scientists use 
TNT , and to locate and measure , 
the mounta ins. This make possible a great saving of ·'I 
-----------· ! 
2 . Underline the book titles and magaz i ne titles t hat 
mi ght giv e more information about t he Mid- Atlantic Ridge and 
underv;ater exploration. 
a. lillcyclopedia Americana 
b . World .Atlas 
c. Book of Str~nge 
J.mimals 
d. Alice in Wonderland 
e. National Geographic 
1·1Iagaz ine 
f. Webster's Dictiona r y 
g . Atlantic Mont hly 
3 . In choosing a title , it is best to have one that tells 
II 
about t he whole stor y, rather than just a part of it. Keeping 
t his i n mi nd, read these titles and underline t he best poss ible , 
choice. 
a. Scient ists at Work 
b . Many Uses of Bombs 
c. The I mportance of 
Arithmet i c 
d . Underwater \eor ld 
e. I/ountain Ranges 
f. The Ocean Deep 
4. In t he blank space, put the number of the par agraph 
in which mention is made of these facts . 
a . Strange sea animals were caught i n nets. __ 
b. Scientists used lines to fish for the bottom. 
II 
I 
c . }Jew facts about the ocean have been discovered-.-
d . l'To one has ever seen t he Eid-Atlantic Ridge . __ --
e. Hadio nearsn listen for ocean-bottom echoes. __ 
26 
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5. A prefix is a part of a word which comes 
I, root of t he word. F'or example, if the prefix "bi-" is placed 
1 before the root-word ncycle 11 , you will have the vvord !:bicycle". 
The prefix is important vJhen it is used in a word. All words 
1do not have prefixes. 'I'he words below, however, all have 
I 
il 
prefixes. Underline the prefixes .and write two other words 
which have the same prefix. 
a. discover 
b. betv1een 
c. explode 
d. almost 
e. until 
I 
!I 
I 
II 
,, 
li 
II 
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"PLANE DOWN1 11 
l. In addition to the 2nd .and 3rd grade reading skills, 
.an effort has been made to develop the following upper grade 
I skills. 
2. 
Following directions 
Judging values 
Org.anizing ideas 
Re-reading article for different purpose 
Interpreting and using graphs 
Using reference books, index ability 
Ability to read fluently and rapidly material that 
requires rapid reading 
Developing judgement in deduction and implication 
It was necessary to include several words which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix.) These words 
are included in the three coltmms below. 
Proper Names 
Arctic 
Compound Words 
helpless 
outfit 
New Words 
important 
survival 
shelter 
parachute 
rifle 
I 
I 
I ,, 
I 
I 
II 
,, 
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"PLANE DOWN!" 
(Time limit---3 minutes) 
Our country's airpLanes fly over many thousands of miles 
of lonely country in the North. The "top of the world", as the 
.Arctic is sometimes ca lled, is such a place. This north 
country is not sa fe. Not long ago, a plane cracking-up there 
meant t he a irmen would almost surely die. They were helpless 
in t he col d. They did not know how to take care of themselves 
in this terrible frozen country. They would die of cold or 
hunger before help could reach them. 
Tod~y ~ll our ~irmen go to survival schools. These 
survival schools • re set up where the weather and land are 
like the .Arctic. These men learn many things that will help 
them to survive if their planes crack-up. Their teachers a re 
men who have lived and worked in the north country. 
The a irmen learn about Arctic animals. They learn how to 
ca tch them and eat them. They learn how to cook with the few 
things they would have. They learn how to protect themselves 
from the cold. They learn how to care for those who are hurt. 
They learn how to make a shelter with a parachute or with lumps 
of snow. They learn how to find plants they can eat. They 
learn how to fish with nets they make. They learn how to get 
help. They learn how to keep alive, for that is survival. 
There are other survival schools to teach airmen how to 
========~----=-=============================================== 
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live in Qll kinds of country and on the ocean. All airmen know 
that their parachute is their best friend. They must know how 
to use their parachutes for jumping. They must know when and 
how to jump, and how to Land. The parachute can also be used 
for a blanket, a shelter, fishnet, hat, clothes, sail, and 
hundreds of other uses. 
All airmen flying over lonely country or water carry 
survival outfits with their parachutes. This outfit has 42 
things that will give him the best chance of survival if the 
plane should go down. There is a 3~-pound folding rifle, a 
sleeping bag, food for five days, a fishing outfit, radio, and 
snow s~w. There .are other needed things also. 
The cry of npJ.iane downJ" sends men out quickly to save 
them, but downed ~irmen now have a good chance of being alive 
when help comes. 
3 0 
EXERCISES 
l. .Answer the following questions as briefly as possible 1 
and without looking back at the story . 
a. What are survival schools for? 
b. ~~ere a r e these schools located? 
c . In the survival schools , why should the teachers 
be r eally fit for the job? 
d. V\lb.at is another name for the ntop of the worldtt? 
2. Below is a set of def initions. Beside each definition 
is the beginning letter of the correct word and t he number of .1 
spaces to be filled i n . 
a. t o r emain alive s------
b. a pr ocession p-----
c. to invent d- ----- -
d. funny c- -----
e. to fling or hurl t--- -
f. absolutely cer t ain p- ------
g. to explain the meaning d-- ---
h. loyalty a - --------
i. to span a river b-----
3. Sometimes we don t t get the answers to questions in 
our reading. In this case, we must think out the answer by 
ourselves, using the knowledge a nd under standing we already 
_ have. Below are s ome questions which were not answered in our 
story. See if you can answer them any;.vay . 
4. 
-~-= 
a. ~~t might a snow-saw be used for? 
b. What people besides survi val crews might be able 
to help dovmed airmen? 
c. A statement is made in the beginning of the story 
that the Arctil! is impor tant t o us . Why is the 
Arctic important t o us ? 
:iv!ake a bar graph comparing the U.S. and the Arctic 
3:1 
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in size. Can you make another kind of graph to show how the 
United States and the Arctic area differ in the number of people' 
I 
living there? 
'I 
ON THE 0Tl1ER SIDE OF THE VIORLD 
1. In addition to the 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, 
an effort has been made to develop the following upper gr ade 
skills. 
Following directions 
Judgi ng values 
Organizing ideas 
Rapid use of dictionary 
Recognizing comparisons, opposites, etc., in word 
vocabulary 
Using reference books, index ability 
1vlental imagery or visualization 
Vocabulary development 
2 . It was necessary to include several vmrds which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix.) These words 
a re il1cl uded in the three columns below. 
Proper Names 
New Guinea 
Pacific 
Compound Words 
look-out 
maybe 
below 
New Vvords 
savages 
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ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD 
We all like to thinK of strange places that have never 
been seen by white men. Two or three hundred years ago there 
were many such pl.aces. .Adventurers sailed across frightening 
seas to strange lands, hoping perhaps to find new riches. 
Some rr~de their trips, and came back to their ovm countries 
rich ~nd great. Many more died far from home, never to be 
heard from again. 
Even today men travel to strange corners of the world, 
trying to find something new. There are not as many such 
places as there were, even a hundred years ago. But I know 
of one place, far away in New Guinea, across the Pacific 
Ocean, several thousand miles from here. 
New Guinea is a strange island. It is always hot, though 
there are mountains capped with snow. The country is thick 
with trees and vines and grass that cut you when you walk 
through it. It r~ins every day, so the brooks and rivers 
run fast .and deep. .About a hundred and fifty inches of rain 
fall every year. Just think, more than twelve feet of rain! 
Yet you wouldntt think of it as a rainy country, because the 
sun shines bright and hot every day. The rain falls in the 
morning, and the afternoon sun dries everything. Hundreds 
of strange birds and animals live in this rain-forest. 
But the strangest part of New Guinea is in the heart of 
34 
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the l a nd, hidden in the moWltains. There you would find a 
group of people who are as t all as third-grade children. 
Their vil lages have houses of straw mixed with earth, and 
high wa lls protect the vill ages. On top of 50-foot look-out 
stations sit men who watch for animals and strangers. If 
they see any, t hey ca ll to the people with curved horns. The 
people t hen hide or get ready to fight and protect themselves. 
'r hey do not like to fight. They are farmers and would r a t her 
wor k in t heir fine fields of rice and sweet potatoes. 
one cannot climb over the steep mountains to get i nto 
the hidden valley. The only wa y to get there is by airplane. 
Men have tried to find how people first got into the va lley. 
It is possible that there was once a mountain pass into the 
valley. Maybe the people pulled down the pass after they went 
into t he valley to keep head-hunters away from their new home. 
These small farming people would not last long in battle 
with t he big people on the other side of the mountains. Their 
old songs do make certain that they once lived on t he other 
side of the mountains. Littl e more is known about these 
strange people in the hidden valle~ of New Guinea. 
35 
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EXERCISES 
1 . While no single animal is mentioned in this story, it 
tells you that many strange animals are found in l'Jevv Guinea. By 1 
making use of your reference materials, you s hould be able to 
make .a list of some of t hese animals. Be very careful in your 
choice of a topic word. Use the index first, writing dmvn the 
different page numbers on which information might be found. 11 
2 . Listed below are a group of words that have been taken 1 
from the story you just read. Some of the letters in each word 
have been left out. You may refer back to the story when 
necessary . Supply the. missing parts of these words. 
.a . str 
--
e f. _n_m_l§ 
b . _rave_ g . nro 
· -c. tm __ n h . _all_ 
d. sav ___ i. __ple 
e. 
-
ever_ 
_j_. _ . 111em _ _ 
3 . Try to i magine yourself as grown.-up <Gtnd exploring t his 
hidden valley. In the form of a comic strip , with about six 
pictures , show by drawings what you would have to do in order 
to meet the peopj.e of the hi dden val l ey of New Guinea . 
4 . Synonyms are words t hat have the same meaning (weary-
tired). .Antonyms are words that are opposite in meaning (good-
bad) . Using your dictionary when necessary, find synonyms and 
antonyms for these words . 
bright 
everyt.hing 
protect 
strange 
36 
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You have read the story. Wlk1.t kind of story is it? 1! 
Read t he l ist below .and you wil l find it hard to say it is just 
one k ind of story . Put one X beside t he kind of s tory i t ca n 
be called, an t wo X's beside the kind of story that best 
describes it. 
a . Niystery i. Science 
b . Western j. Adventure in the pas t 
c. Travel k . Jungle 
d. Adventure 1. Biography 
e . Humorous m. Ghost 
f. Expl oring n. War 
g . .Ani mal o . Historical 
h. Detecti ve p . Sea 
I 
II 
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THE MONKEY JAR 
1. In addition to 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, an 
effort has been made to ftevelop the following upper grade skills 
in this story. 
Following directions 
Organizing ideas 
Remembering personal characteristics in a unit 
Judging values 
Locating specific information in a story from general 
reading 
Skimming 
Ability to build individual association around 
materials read 
Mental imagery or visualization 
Developing ideas from context 
2. It was necessary to include several words which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix). These words 
are included in the three columns below. 
Proper Names 
Peter 
Compound Words 
himself 
werentt 
wetre 
New Words 
trout 
track 
branches 
switch 
3 8 
TEE MONKEY J.i.&.R 
Peter and I are real friends. You must have a real friend 
You know what I mean, when you like the same things and all that 
Everything we did v,re did together. My mother says she sometimes 
thinks she has two sons. Peterts father told me he nearly 
bought me a pair of shoes for school last fall. 
This is .about something that happened last spring. It was 
the first day we were allowed to go fishing. Peter and I were 
on the way home, to wash up before going to school. we felt 
great. Each of us had caught two brook trout. They were pretty 
good-sized fish. 
We v~lked beside the v~ter until we came to the railroad 
tr-ack. We live ;about a mile down the track. "First one off J" 
Peter yelled, and jumped on the f~r track. I got on the other 
one. It was .a little game we played, seeing who could walk the 
track the longest without falling off. We weren tt supposed to 
be on the tracks at all. It was the quickest way home, though. 
It was hard to balance, with the fish and things in my hands. 
we talked about getting up early tomorrow for some more 
fishing. Soon we came to where the side-track branches off. 
Then I lost my balance. "First one offl" Peter cried, and 
jumped off himself~ 
When I fell off the tr&ck I stepped in the §w~t~h. My 
foot got stuck. "Hurry up," said Peter. "Wetll catch it if 
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wetre late for school." He didntt know I was caught. 
"I canrt get my foot out of here," I said, and I was get-
ting a little frightened. "Help me." Peter put his things down 
and began pulling at my leg. It was held fast. I turned and 
tried everything I could think of, but no luck. 
"You have to get out of here before a train comes," said 
Peter. nitll go and see if I can get someone to help us," and 
he began running toward tovm, across the field. ~~en he was 
almost out of sight, he turned around and started back to mel 
I didn't know why. I was worried. If a train didntt run over 
me, I'd get it for being Late. Was he just coming back for his 
old trout? 
When Peter got back to me, he said, "Sit dovm." I did and 
he reached dovm by the switch. I could feel his hands by my 
foot. "Try to ~ull your foot out, 11 he s;,aid. I pulled :and my leg 
came free, easy as anything l Peter had nntied my shoe, so my 
foot slipped right out. 
Walking home beside the tracks, I asked Peter how he 
thought that one out. "Y1~en I was running to town, I got to 
thinking about the monkey who had his hand caught in the jar. 
When he let go of what he was holding, he got free. This time 
I guess the jar had you, so you vvere the monkey. n 
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EXERCISES 
l. Were you surprised by the story? ·were you led to 
believe by the title to expect some other type of story? Yet, 
is the title a poor one for this story? Why is the story called 
UThe Honkey Jarn? 
2 . Underline the correct answer for each sentence. 
a. What did the boys do that was wrong? 
l. went fishing before school 
2 . walked tracks 
3. didn•t help each other 
t_b. ran away 
b. The worst part of the day v.ras when I 
l. lost my way 
2 . lost my trout 
3 . lost my balance 
4. lost my new jacket 
c. Peter helped me by 
1. getting help 
2. lending me his jacket 
3. untying my shoe 
4 
-· 
sharing his fish 
3. With another child in your group, vvork out a drama-
tization of this story. Use props that are available in your 
classroom. Cbalkmarks on the floor, for instance, could be the 
rails, and a yardstick or pointer could be fishing poles. Just 
use your i mag ination. You dontt have to use the exact words in 
the story, but be careful you dontt chang e the idea or plot of 
'I 
·I ,, 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
the story. Perhaps your teacher will let you act out the story -' 
for the other chi ldren. 
4 . Write a few words to show what you know about: 
a. our friendship 
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b. why we felt great 
c. my fear II 
d. Peter's quick thiliking 
e. who t he monkey was 
I 
II 
jt 
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1. In addition to the 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, 
an effort has been made to develop the following upper grade 
skills. 
Following directions 
Selecting the central thought 
Judging values 
Organizing ideas 
Remembering personal characteristics in a unit 
L.ocating specific information from general reading 
Skimming 
Re-reading articles for different purposes 
Selecting proper titles for story 
Buiiding individual associations arotmd material read ,, 
Mental imagery or visualization 
Ability to outline 
2 . It was necessary to include several words which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix .) These words ' 
are lilcluded in the three columns below. 
Proper Names Compound Words New Words 
Peter second-floor buildings 
It had begun to get dark. Peter was tired and hungry and 
.angry. He had been promised work on a farm for the summer. 
Peter had ridden on his bicycle to the country. It took him 
six hours. When he got there, the farmer had changed his mind. 
Too small, he said. Wouldntt need the help after all. The 
farmer wanted to give Peter some dinner and a bed for the night 
But Peter was angry, and he said no. 
Peter rode down the road a short way. He decided to stop 
and sleep in the grass beside the road. In the morning, when 
it was light, he would go home. He made a soft bed of iong 
grass. He Lay dovm and tried to sleep. Thinking about the day 
made him misevable. But soon, because he was so tired, he 
slept. 
Peter woke a short time Later when he heard a truck. It 
had stopped about .a hundred feet from where he lay. Peter 
heard two men talking. Something about hens. In the dark, he 
could just make out two men. They walked across the field to 
some distant buildings. Long low buildings, like hen houses. 
Peter felt something was wrong. He was frightened, all 
alone in this strange place. 
A few minutes later the men came back to the truck. 
"Leave them in the bags. Theytre making too much noise. We'll 
let them out later, when we get out of here." Peter heard the 
4.4 
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sounds of hens. They were stealing them! The men started back 
-again, across the field. 
Peter pulled on his shoes and ran up the road. out of 
breath, he reached the farmhouse. There were no lights. Peter 
knocked at the door very quietly. 11 If the lights go on, the 
robbers will be frightened away," he thought • 
.A. 11an' s voice called from a second-floor window. "Vlho t s 
out there at this hour?" 
Peter told the ma.n what was happening. It was the same 
man who hadntt given Peter the summer work. He came out of the 
house with his rifle. He went to the hen houses. 
The farmer caught the two men as they were filling their 
bags with sleepy hens . The men gave up without a fight. The 
farmer mar ched them back to the house. 
"Youtre a good young man, 11 he said to Peter. "It was a 
fine thing to do. I understand there's a $50 for catching these 
two fellows. And I guess I was wrong this afternoon . You 
arentt so small, after all. I need someone like you around here 
if you'd still be interested." 
Peter did work for the farmer that summer. In fact, it was 
one of the best summers he ever had. 
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1. If the title is good, it will make a person want to 
read the story. Can you give this story a title tha t will make 1 ~ 
other people want to read it? 
2. How did Peter feel: 
a. when he first met the farmer? 
b. when he awoke i n the dark? 
c. when he knew what the men were doing? 
d. when he went back to the farmhouse? 
e. when the farmer changed his mind? 
3 . Put numbers, 1-5, beside the sentences below to show 
the order in which things ha ppened in the story. 
a. Peter slept by the road. 
b. Peter warned the farmer. 
c. The farmer didn•t need him. 
d. Peter heard a truck. 
e. The farmer admitted his mistake. 
4 . Should Peter have gone to work for the fanner at the 
end? Why? 
5. These sentences could easily be included in the story. , 
Number them to show the order they would appear in the story . 
a. Peter was surprised when he saw who it was. 
b. You showed youtre a big fellow. 
c. He ate a candy bar he had in his pocket. 
d. . It will be quicker that way. 
e. He said he was sorry he didn't let him know. 
f. They didntt want to fight anyone witba gun. 
g. II Not so loud, 11 said Peter. 
Put the number of the sentence where the sentence would fit in 
the actual story. 
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.A TRIP IN T II~1E 
1. In addition to the 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, 
and effort has been made to develop the following upper grade 
skills. 
Following directions 
Judging values 
Organizing ideas 
Rapid use of dictionary 
Selecting relevant material from a story 
Recognizing comparisons, opposites, etc., in word 
vocabulary . 
bUil ding individual associations around materials read 
hLental imagery or visualization 
Ability to read fluently .and rapidly material that 
requires rapid reading 
2 t It v;as necessary to include several words which were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See .Appendix.) These words 
a re included in the three coltunns below. 
Proper Names 
Iceland 
Venus 
Jupiter 
Iviars 
Compound Words 
cowboy 
countryside 
fireman 
underwater 
New V.!ords 
robot 
scooter 
platform 
force 
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A THIP IN TIME 
Let me take you on a trip, a trlp in time. It is a 
thousand years from now. You wal.ce up this morning with the sun 
shining in the ~11-glass wall. Your robot comes in to get you 
ready for the day. He turns off the learner in your pillow. 
The l earner takes the place of school. While you sleep, all the 
things you must know pass into your mind. 
Your robot pushes a button. Part .of the floor slides away 
to show a swirmning pool. You jump in and swim .among the 
beautiful fishes and underwater plants. Then you stand by the 
pool while a warm breeze dries you quickly. The robot dresses 
you in clothes that cannot tear or get dirty. 
The TV telephone calls your name. You answer and see your ' 
friend talking to you. He tells you about the winter games at 
the nearby playground today. You can coast or ski or have a 
snow fight. You can't get hurt because t!force walls" protect 
you as if you were in a shell. You decide you will play with 
your sky scooters. 
You have a wonderful breakfast with your mother. Your 
father is on a business trip in Venus, and wonrt be home until 
this afternoon. There are fruit from Iceland, red milk from 
Jupiter, some new breakfast food from Saturn, wag-wag eggs and 
puff-bubble meat from Mars. Later, the robots cl ean the table 
and begin cleaning the house. Machines hum quietly. 
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The moving stairs carry you to the roof. Your sb...-y scooter 
rises into the air and in a few mi nutes you are high a bove the 
countryside. A few friends with sky scooters join you .and you 
play "ki ng of the sky" and "fly and go seekn. Later you a ll 
drop quiclLLy to the ocean and race after flying fish. Then 
home for llmch. 
You go to the city in the afternoon with you mother, to 
do some errands. As you live only 40 miles outside the city, 
you step i nto the fast l ,ane of the traveling sidewalk. Twenty 
minutes later you arrive in t :t1e city. In the store everything 
is on large plratforms that go around. There are platforms of 
toys, platforms of hats, platforms of chairs, many platforms 
of thing alike. Sometimes you mother orders by TV telephone, 
but it is so much ftUl to come to the city, to see the many~ 
colored buildings stretching towar d the sky. Then home to 
f a ther a nd you dinner. 
Before you go to bed, you go in the "belonging room". 
Here all the walls are 3-D screens. You turn on the walls to jl 
a time and place you think you will like and you 11belong 11 , a 
cowboy or a fireman or a captain of an old-time steamship . 
, Then through the cleaning rays to keep your body heal thy, you 
turn on the learner, and you sleep. 
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EXERCISES 
I' 
1. While this is a trip in the future, you should be ablEi 
to find many things in this story that already exist. List as 
many of these things as you c:an. List also the things that you I 
think are ridiculous or out of the question, even in the future. 
2 ' . Below a re ten pairs of words. These pairs of words 
may be .alike or they may be opposite. Look at each pair care-
fully. If necess~ry, you may use the dictionary to find the 
meanings of words. Put .an X beside the pairs of words that are 
opposites in meaning. 
a. clothes- garments f. skim- glide 
b. cooperate-argue g. platform-stage 
c . quickly-rapidly h. carries-transports 
d. protect-expose i. pilot-captain 
e. business-pleasure j. cereal-story 
3. Take three large sheets of drawing paper and divide 
each sheet so you can make three dnawings, side by side, on each 
sheet of paper. Each sheet of paper will have as a topic, one 
, of those listed below. The sections on the paper will represent 
I' the past, the present, and the future. Sketch quickly pictures 
1 of yourself to show: 
~ . A Visit to t he City 
b. How Y.ou 1earn 
c • . At Play 
4. In the story different games and activities were 
mentioned that you are familiar with. What games have been 
"streamlined" for the purposes of the story? What activities 
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would probably stay pretty much a s they are now? What other 
.activities or games can you think of that would become a 
plea sant part of the future? What games and activities should 
be l eft i n the present or past? 
5. In each of the sentences below, there is one word that 
I 
.I 
is wrong ~nd does not fit into the general sense of the sentence. 
I 
Find the word, cross it out of the sentence and write a better 
word in t he space at the end of the sentence • 
.a • . Al :an got a rake a nd shoveled the driveway. :· .. 
b. The tower bell sang ten o ' clock. ----
c. We poured gasoline on the fire until it was out. 
d. Ben put his bike in the garbage for the night. 
- 11 
e. She thought it was a very furry joke. 
-------
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HUNTING WITH BOW AND .ARROW 
~. In addition to the 2nd and ord grade reading skills, 
~n effort has been made to develop the following upper grade 
skills. 
2. 
Fo~lowing directions 
Noting de"ta.ils 
Skimming 
1~ental imagery or visualization 
Recognizing personal characteristics from a descrip-
tion 
.Abilitjoto read fluently and rapidly material that 
requires rapid reading 
Checking comprehension with specific question after 
speed test 
Selecting relevant mat'erial from a story 
Building LYJ.dividual .associations around material read 
It was necessary to include several words which v,rere 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See· Appendix.) These words 
are included in the tree collli1~s below. 
Proper Names Compound Words New V~ords 
IJaine broad-head bow 
Indian season arrow 
archery 
_____ .....j;....= =--
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HUN',r ING WITH BOW AND .ARROW 
(Reading Time---3 minutes) 
I was up :and dressed at five o'clock this morning. Big 
John, our guide, was in front of the big black wood-burner. 
"Mornin', Billy," he said. "This is your day,eh?" 
"It sure is, 11 I answered. "Do you think I'll have any 
luck, Big John?" 
"I'll tell you tonight," he laughed. 
Today the bow-hunting season opened in Maine. I became 
interested in archery five years ago. I used to take lessons at 
the Y. My father, who likes to hrmt,, decided archery might be 
frm. We joined an <archery group together, about three years ago. 
VJe practiced shooting at the make-believe animals---rabbits, 
bears, wildcats, ·and others. Last year my father went bow-
htmting. He didn't kill anything but he enjoyed himself. It 
was more fun than with a rifle, he said. He told me I could go 
hunting with him when I was good enough with the bow. Finally 
I was ready. 
I've been making hunting arrows since last spring. Hunting 
arrows are called "broad-heads". They have heads with two-sided 
points, like the Indian arrow heads you sometimes see. My bow 
has a 45-pound pull. That means you have to be very strong to 
draw the arrow back all the bowstring allows. You need a lot ol 
practice to do it right. .And now I was ready for my first day 
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of bow-hunting. 
With Big John in the lead, Father and I went do~~ an 
animal path to a clearing near a brook. Then he left us. We 
saw prints in t he earth. We saw where roots had been eaten. 
Tile crushed grass showed where a bear had rested. 
Father found the direction the wind was blowing. "If a 
bear smells us, it will run away. We will go dovmwind, so it 
I blows from the a nimal to us. n We found a place at the end of 
the cl earing. Some small trees hid us from sight. We were very 
II 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
quiet. Two ~abbits hopped through t he gra ss to the brook •• They 
drank a nd hopped a way. il f a mily of squirrels washed themselves I 
by the brook , then went a way. 
We waited for two hours but no bear came. Father a nd I 
decided to move. We walked quietly beside t he brook, keeping 
the wind in our faces :all the time. 
Suddenly, ahead of us we heard the sound of breaking 
stick s 1 We looked at each other, then put arrows lightly in our11 
bows a nd moved forward. Then we saw himl A black bear, eating 
roots l We eased closer, to get a good shot. Closer, closer, 11 
! 
unti l we were about twenty yards away. Then he heard us. He sat 
up, looked stra ight at us, and growled. We drew out arrows back 
and let them fly .as t he bear began to run. ·with a growl of 
surprise, the black bear fell to t he ground and lay still. 
We were a happy father a nd son when we met Big John and 
showed him the black bear with two arrows in his hea rt. This 
wa s our lucky hunting day J 
I 
EXERCISES 
l. Some of the statements below are true and some are 
fa lse. Vi ithout looking back at t he story, mark with an X all 
the statements that you recall are incorrect. 
a. The story took place in Canada. 
b. Billy learned archery from his father. 
c. He practiced for about five years. 
d. Billy's father preferred a rifle. 
e. Billy made his own arrows. 
f. A forty-five pound bow is very heavy. 
g. On the first day they saw no signs of animals. 
h . The sound of breaking sticks told them an animal 
was near. 
i. At last they shot a deer. 
j. Big John carried the deer back to camp . 
2 . Although none of the people in this story have been 
described a t all, read the descriptions below and see if you can 
identify the person. Try to add to the descriptions of these 
people, a s you imagine them to look. 
a. a boy about your size, light brown hair, bro~TI eyes~ 
very excited 
b. a big man with keen eyes and a sure step; weathered 
face 
c. a smaller man, clean-shaven, wearing a new hunting 1 jacket with a hQnting lisense pinned on it 
3 . Hunting is a s port in which hundreds of thousands of 
,people find pleasure. Most people use rifles or shot-guns , but 
the bow and arrow has become very popular in the past f ew years. 
Why do you think people enjoy using such a primitive weapon 
,Nhen suc h fine and .accurate moder n weapons exist? ·would you 
rather hunt with a rifle or with bow and arrow? VVhy? 
4. 4. VJe have many different feelings in a day. vie may be 
happy or sad or .angry or thoughtful or frightened, depending 
almost entirely on what we are doing. Billy is no exception. 
At what point in this story do you think Billy was most excited? 
·when was he happiest? When was he probably very anxious? How 
do you think he felt when they saw signs of where a bear had 
recently eaten? 
b. In the list of words below, underline the vrords which 
would best fit into this type of story. 
a . airplane i. dude 
b . dwarf j • trophy 
c. trail k . maiden 
d . mag ic l. lasso 
e. ranch m. log cabin 
f. sword n. track 
g . guide o. rescue 
h. pasture p. forest 
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THE OUTBOARD MOTOR 
1. In addition to the 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, 
1~an effort bas been made to develop the following upper grade 
skills. 
Following directions 
Noting details 
Picking the relevant material from a unit 
Judging values 
Building individual associations around material read 
Recognizing characters from descriptive words 
Rapid use of dictionary 
Locating specific information from general reading 
Re-reading for different purpose 
Vocabulary development 
II S'7 
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2. It was necessary to include several words vfhich were 
not given in the vocabulary list. (See Appendix.) These words 
1
, 
are included in the three columns below. 
Compound Words 
outboard 
greenhouse 
shouldn't 
Proper Names 
Ricky 
Ivir . White 
New Words 
motor 
machine 
THE OUTBOARD MOTOR 
Bobby wanted an outboa rd motor very much. He t a l ked t o his 
f a ther about i t. He talked to his mother about it. They 
decided to help him if he would help himself. For every doll ar 
he earned, they would give him 50 cents. The motor Bobby wanted 
cost 150 dollars. So Bobby had to earn one hundred dollars. 
Bobby worked after school. He worked week-ends. He did 
baby-sitting. He picked up leaves. When winter came he 
shoveled snow. In the spring he worked in a greenhouse. There 
he watered plants. He cleaned flower pots. He filled small 
boxes with earth for new plants. On Saturdays he helped sell 
plants to people who came to the greenhouse . By May he had 
earned ~~93 .40. He knew he would have the outboard motor. He 
could almost hear it. He and his friend Rich7 would have a lot 
of fun. 
Ricky was a poor boy. He had no father. Rickyts mother 
earned money by washing clothes for other people. She was a 
nice woman. But Bobby was glad his mother didntt have to wash 
clothes for other people. Vvhat a nice thing it was to have both 
a mother and father! 
One morning Bobby was walking to school v;ith Ricky. "Youtr~ 
doing great, 11 said Ricky. Soon you'll be able to get the 
outbaard motor. I wish I could help you earn the money. You 
know I cantt, though. Not when I help my mother. She gets so 
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tired. The doctor says she shouldn't work so hard. How do you 
scrub clothes and not work hard? I wish I could put a motor on 
the scrubbing-board." 
11 Youtre my best friend," answered Bobby, "and I know you 
can•t help me earn the money. I know you would if you could. 
But thatrs all right. You can use the outboard motor with me • 
.After .all, thatrs what friends a re for." 
V~lking by the stores, Bobby saw his outboard motor in the 
window. Beside it was a washing machine for ~p89.50. Ricky 
wished he could get the washing machine for his mother. Bobby 
t houg ht to himself, "In a few weeks I•ll have the outboard 
motor." 
Two nights later, Bobby ts father was asking how he was 
doing. "Seems to me you are about ready to get it, Bobby. 
Yourve really worked hard for that motor. I•m proud of you." 
"I•ve changed my mind, Dad. I guess I dontt need an 
outboard motor, after all. 11 Bobby smiled, though he didntt 
feel like it. 
"I know what happened, son. Mr. White at the store told 
me. You bought a washing machine for Ricky 's mother instead." 
He put his hand on Bobby's arm. "You did a wonderful thing. 
I•m very proud of you." 
Bobby 's f ather reached in his pocket . 11Must have left my 
pipe on the seat in the car. Will you run out and get it for 
me, son?" 
Bobby went out, feeling good because now he knew he had 
c-:.a 
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done the right thing. He was glad his mother and father weren•t 
angry. Can you guess how he felt when he found the new outboard 
motor beside the car? 
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EXERCISES 
1. Select the corredt words or phrases to complete the 
following sentences. Read all the possible choices before you 
make your final selection. Underline the answ·ers. 
a. Bobby wanted: l. to work 2. an outboard motor 
3. a father 
b. Bobby earned: l. almost enol~h 2. nothing 3 .more 
than enough 
c. Rickyts mother needed: l. more work 2. a new 
doctor 3. a washing machine 
d. Bobby's father was: l. proud 2. miserable 3 . poor 
e. He gave Bobby a: l. pipe 2. spanking 3. outboard · 
motor 
2 . If Bobby felt he had done the right thing, why should 
he have felt so badly? Have you ever felt badly because you 
had done something good? 
3. Find the words in the story that rhyme with these 
words. .1Are the rhyming words always spelled the same? 
~ -.,uloud f. fiend 
b. showing g. elbow 
c. mend h. steeple 
d. bite i. taught 
e. confided j. burnt 
4. Underline any words in the list below which you 
feel would help to describe Bobby. Use your dictionary if you 
are in doubt about the meaning of a word. 
a. happy h. sincere 
b. selfish i. nasty 
c. generous j. sad 
d. strong k. understanding 
e. cowardly 1. frightened 
f. curming m. angry 
g. capable n. loyal 
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5. In t he space below, the word 11adventuren has been 
written vertically, and also backwards. Think of words that 
begin and end with the letters that are opposite. Try not to 
use word with more than five letters. (Time limit: 5 minutes.) 
a e 
d r 
v u 
e 1t 
n il 
t e. 
u v 
r d 
e a 
I' 
I' 
I 
II 
II 
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THE HIJACKING ADVENTURE 
1. In addition to the 2nd and 3rd grade reading skills, 
an effort has been made to develop the following upper grade 
skills . 
Following directions 
Picking the relevant material from a unit 
Remembering personal c.lt..aracteristics in a unit 
Judging values 
Determining the type of story 
Ability to build individual associations around 
materials 
J:t/iental imagery or visualizati on 
Checking comprehension with specific questions after 
speed tests 
~lphabetizing rapidly 
~. It was necessary to include several words which VIere 
not given in the voc·abulary list. (See Appendix . ) These "lirords 
are included in the tl~ee columns below. 
Proper Names 
New York City 
TV 
Compound Words 
onto 
somewhere 
Nev1 'Nords 
hijacking 
mirror 
found 
guns 
I 
I 
I 
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THE HIJACKING ADVENTURE 
Dick's f~ther owns ~ large truck. He carries all kinds 
of things from our city to other cities near and far. In the 
summer Dick sometimes goes with his father. He sits high above 
the cars on the road. He travels to many places. He is 
learning quite a bit about the trucking business. 
"Last summer," Dick told me, "we had an exciting trip. we 
were carrying TV sets to New York City. We started late in the 
.afternoon. When I got sleepy, I climbed up into the shelf-bed 
behind the seat. I soon went to sleep. The stopping and 
starting didn't bother me. I just slept on and on. 
11Fin~lly I woke up. It was dark. The truck was stopped 
in front of ~ diner. My father wasn't in his seat behind the 
wheel. He was getting something to eat, I decided. He would 
bring me out some food, rather than wake me up. 
"I Lay quietly in the bed, listening to the hum of cars. 
I began to get sleepy again. Then the door opened, the engine 
started, and the truck moved out onto the road. I turned over, 
tow;ard the front. Then I knew something was wrong. My father 
wasn't driving! It was a str,ange man I hadn't seen beforeJ 
He kept looking in the mirror. I didntt dare move. He 
couldntt see me if I kept still, because I was hidden by a 
dark blanket. 
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11Wha.t could I do? Where was my father? Who was this 
strange man? Why was he driving my father's truck? 
"I lay still, thinking hard. Then I decided what had 
happened. My f-ather had told me about "hijackers". They woul.d 
steal ~ truck with~ load worth a lot of money. Then they 
would drive to a hiding place and unload. They would leave 
the empty truck somewhere to be found. This man must be Q 
hijacker! ~zy father wouldn't leave me like this. The 
hijacker stole the truclt while my f .ather was in the diner. He 
drove away before :anyone knew what happened. But what could 
I do? If he found me, it might not be good. If my father 
lost the TV sets, other people might not give my father their 
business. 
11We must have gone about a hundred miles. The hijacker 
growled, 11 Itll stop at the next place and call the boys to get 
ready." He drove into a gas station and stopped the truck, 
with the engine running~ He got out and went into the station 
I looked <and s~w him <at the telephone. 
ttThen ~ car drove up. It was a police carl I jumped out 
of the truck and ran to the policemen. I told them the man 
inside stole my father's truck. 
"They drew their guns and went into the gas station. The 
hijacker was still on the telephone. Then he saw the police-
men. "Whatts up, boys?" he asked. nyour hands," answered a 
policeman and asked him about the truck. 11 Itts mine. I'm on 
a run to New York," answered the hijacker. 
I 
I 
I . 
, j 
"Then I stepped out. I said, 11 You stole our truck when my 
f~ther stopped ~t the diner. I've been in the shelf-bed all the 
time. You were just talking to your men.n The hijacker moved 
toward me but stopped when he saw the policemen's guns. Then 
the policemen made some calls and knew I was right. My father 
was on the way in • police car. The hijacker said that he would 
talk, and tha. t he wouldn't take the blame alone. 
"IYI:y father finally came and we WBnt on to New York. Some 
newspapermen met us. They took our picture and asked about the 
hijacking. The whole story was in the newspapers. And the 
trucking companies gave me some money for helping to break up 
the hijackers. 
6 6 
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EXERCISES 
l. Without looking back at the story, fill in the blank 
spaces with t he correct i nformation. 
a . Dick travels to many ~laces because 
~--=-~-..,.. · b . Dick didnrt know what happened at first because 
c. Dick lmew something was wrong when --------
d. He had a chance to do something Y·rhen 
e. The trucking companies showed they were pleased by 1 
2 . on a piece of paper, list these words in alphabetical 
order. 
t ruck bother getting jumped 
kinds severa l bLanket toward 
cities driving wheel front 
sometimes vrasn rt hard could 
II fiD.:ally police moved kept 
TV inside drove again 
3. Did Dick do the wi sest thing? What vmuld have done 
if your f a ther and you had the same experience? Write briefly 
and explain why. 
4. Check the type of story you feel t his story best fits. 
a. J~dventure e. mystery 
b . Poem f. fairy 
c. Fact g . legend 
d. Travel 
5. Using your i magination, draw pictures of t wo of the 
chara ct ers in this story. Show what they look like , rather t han 
what they .a re doing . Can a nyone else identify them? 
It is suggested that t~ese materials be teotcd in exper -
ientisl situ~ticns . hS a result of t his utilization , the 
materia ls might be ~ore ~ccur a t ely ~rsried . 
;: oJ.." fut"L;re :r·esearch, it is recm:unended that. stuc.ies be 
made to ·.atermine the int~rests of retarded read e rs as a spec -
lfi c 2nd ho~:1o2:ene ous g ronp . 
It is furtr_er recom::nended the.t r.tlc<i tions.l 1naterlal be 
prepared wi..tich vd ll h8ve the interest - r e':ld£tbility Bdj _, stment 
for veriou s combinat!cns of srade and reading leve l s . 
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J·d? P:t;NDI r 
N0'1'E: The wol"d li st which fol l ow s is pre sentec). tb.l~ough 
the courtesy of Dr . Hel en Eleir Sullivan . 
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ate 
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awful 
babies 
b8by 
bact 
bad 
ba s 
balance 
bank 
barber 
bc.Pk 
ba:rn 
basket 
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be 
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beat 
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b e come 
bed 
been 
before 
beg 
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begin 
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being 
believe 
be ll 
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be sid e 
best 
.Getty 
betVi:een 
be-yond 
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big 
big :er 
Bi ll 
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bird 
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bit 
bite 
bl nclc 
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bli::lk 
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blo om 
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blow 
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Bobby 
body 
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bother 
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box 
boy 
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children 
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cl own 
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come 
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cook 
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rloor 
doublE. 
~OV-' ll 
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dozen 
dra;3; 
Dr f:'.nk 
drew 
d:reE·Tri 
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urin._c 
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dr:l ve 
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drop 
dl'O'i'!D 
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early 
eern 
eat>th 
easily 
83St 
bc:~ter 
ens~r 
eat 
egr; 
eie;!1t 
eitLet> 
eleven 
elf 
e lse 
e l ·,•es 
em Jty 
end 
en[_~ine 
enjoy 
enou:::;h 
errs.nd 
even ::.ng 
even 
ever 
eve l"Y 
eve1"yo ody 
ever;yone 
eve.rythint; 
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exactly 
except 
excit 
excitement 
excuse 
expe c t 
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eye 
face 
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f eir 
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f a r 
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fast 
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fe::1st 
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fed 
feed 
feel 
f eet 
fell 
fel l ow 
felt 
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fight 
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find 
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f.incer 
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fire 
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fishinc; 
fit 
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fix 
flag 
f l ar:.1e 
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f l eet 
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flock 
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fly 
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foam 
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fold 
follow 
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